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Get ready for a world of adventure with the first twenty-eight books of the New York Times

bestselling Magic Tree House series now in a collectible box that looks like the magic tree house

itself! Â  This boxed set is the ultimate gift for a Magic Tree House fan or any child who loves a good

adventure. It's also perfect for classrooms or libraries. Parents, teachers, and librarians hail the

chapter-book series as a tool to promote reading, as even the most reluctant readers want to know

where the Magic Tree House will take the brother-and-sister team next. When Jack and Annie

discover a mysterious tree house filled with books, they never dream that it will take them on

exciting adventures around the world and throughout history! The story begins with Dinosaurs

Before Dark, when Jack and Annie are whisked back to the prehistoric past. Can they figure out

how to get home before dark . . . or will they become a dinosaur's dinner? With a total of

twenty-eight adventures, kids will never get tired of traveling the world and completing missions with

their new friends Jack and Annie.Mary Pope Osborne brings together just the right combination of

history, magic, and fast-paced adventure to satisfy kids, parents, teachers, and librarians with her

New York Times bestselling series. Â  Books in this set include: Dinosaurs Before Dark (#1), The

Knight at Dawn (#2), Mummies in the Morning (#3), Pirates Past Noon (#4), Night of the Ninjas (#5),

Afternoon on the  (#6), Sunset of the Sabertooth (#7), Midnight on the Moon (#8), Dolphins at

Daybreak (#9), Ghost Town at Sundown (#10), Lions at Lunchtime (#11), Polar Bears Past Bedtime

(#12), Vacation Under the Volcano (#13), Day of the Dragon King (#14), Viking Ships at Sunrise

(#15), Hour of the Olympics (#16), Tonight on the Titanic (#17), Buffalo Before Breakfast (#18),

Tigers at Twilight (#19), Dingoes at Dinnertime (#20), Civil War on Sunday (#21), Revolutionary War

on Wednesday (#22), Twister on Tuesday (#23), Earthquake in the Early Morning (#24), Stage

Fright on a Summer Night (#25), Good Morning, Gorillas (#26), Thanksgiving on Thursday (#27),

and High Tide in Hawaii (#28). Donâ€™t miss all the fun things you can do and discover at

MagicTreeHouse.com!
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The Magic Tree House series turned my unenthusiastic grandson into a book lover. Having trouble

finding books he'd actually sit down and read, I bought a couple of these titles at his school's book

fair. He picked one up that afternoon, and didn't come out of his room until dinner time, and then

went back in his room to finish the book. Read a whole book in one day. Now, he does it all the

time! He loves this series, and it has made him a fan of many other types of books, as well. He now

loves to read. He even picks up the encyclopedia and reads it!

A must-have for any child who wants to read the Magic Tree House Series in order (and there is a

serial element to the books, so it's indeed helpful). The value is amazing, but the absolute best part

is the fold-out poster that's included. On one side is a timeline to follow the historical periods of Jack

and Annie's adventures; the other side is a world map where the setting of each book is labelled.My

seven-year-old has not only gained a love of reading from these books, but she's also learned about

historical events all over the globe.

My preschooler loved Books 1-4 which I read aloud to her [sound effects and all!], and I decided

getting the boxed set of Magic Tree House Vols 1-28 would be a worthwhile investment, as I can

envision her 'growing' with this series and hopefully reading the books by herself someday. The

books should preferably be read in order so getting the boxed set precludes having to hunt around

for the various titles in the series. I love the fold-out poster that comes with this boxed set which

consists of a timeline describing Jack and Annie, our intrepid explorer siblings' adventures through

the ages, and a map of the world. These books are not just a fun way of inculcating a love for

reading in children, but also a love for history!



This came exactly as pictured, it is a boxed set of books. My kid LOVES this series! It has short

chapters, and is easy to read. He is only 5 1/2 and can read 90% of the book. Anything that makes

my son WANT to read is a good buy, and since there are 28 books in this box, he is going to be

reading for awhile! Thanks.

Can't believe the price for what you get! Better than scholastic book pricing. My children (ages 5 to

10 boys and girls) all love them! I enjoyed listening to the audio CD as a family. Definately

reccomend.

We heard about the Magic Tree House a little late in the game. My son was only 5 though so

introducing him to the world of it was easy and fun to do. There is something in these books for

every member of the family. It's not a chore to read out loud, they are reasonably educational, and

the stories themselves stay varied and make you look forward to the next installment. The brother's

a little bit of a downer, but oh well, we all know one. I'm very happy with the series and even happier

that I bought a set of them. We'll continue to buy more!

My daughter is 5 and we read the books together. She loves the adventures and is looking forward

to being able to read these herself. I will definately purchase the next set of books in the series.

I assisted my grandson to start reading at around 2 1/2 to3 yrs with sight words. As he improved we

moved onto workbooks where he would read several paragraphs and then answer questions. I

finally realized this 4 1/2 yr old now needed more variety and challeng. I remembered these books

from my teaching days abd bought a used set of the 1st 38 titles. Eow!! He loves them and reads

these 2nd/3rd grade level books nearly without assistebce. A fun; interestibg and insyructive series.

Highly recommend!!
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